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Abstract

Designs of selected components for a container are evalu-

ated based on conservative loads and assumptions. The items

selected for evaluation are a pintle and possible container

topheads.

An existing pintle for use in another application is

evaluated under a more severe axial load. The results show

that the pintle is adequate with the existing design to a

safety factor of at least three. Improvements are suggested

which raises this safety factor to approximately six.

Several flat tophead designs are evaluated for stress under

an annular load. The parameter selected for evaluation is

the thickness of the circular plate. Results from a 1.5

inch thick plate are below a safety factor of three.

Results with a 2 inch plate are improved, but marginal.

Analysis results indicate that a thicker pintle or a

stiffer plate will improve the design.

Several curved tophead shapes are analyzed under an annular

load. The ASME flanged and dished shape displays more

desirable properties than others. A critical parameter is

identified and changed to provide acceptable stress levels.



Abstract
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Designs of selected components for a container are evalu-

ated based on conservative loads and assumptions. The items

selected for evaluation are a pintle and possible container

topheads.

An existing pintle for use in another application is

evaluated under a more severe axial load. The results show

that the pintle is adequate with the existing design to a

safety factor of at least three. Improvements are suggested

which raises this safety factor to approximately six.

Several flat tophead designs are evaluated for stress under

an annular load. The parameter selected for evaluation is

the thickness of the circular plate. Results from a 1.5

inch plate are below a safety factor of three. Results with

a 2 inch plate are improved, but marginal. Results indicate

that a thicker pintle or a stiffer plate will improve the

design.

Several curved tophead shapes are analyzed under an annular

load. The ASME flanged and dished shape is selected for

detailed analysis. A critical parameter is identified and

changed to provide acceptable stress levels.



Preface

The design of a waste container for the permanent disposal

of high level waste presents a number of engineering

challenges. The first and foremost is the test of time.

Most engineering tasks deal with something known as the

useful life. This is typically measured in years or tens

of years. This project has regulations that must be

complied with during a 300 to i000 year time span (ref 7).

Time spans of this magnitude are rare in the realm of

modern engineering practice.

This project was undertaken with the support of the U. S.

Department of Energy under cooperative agreement DE-FCOS-

90NVI0872. This agreement represents an initial phase of

what both parties hope become__a long-term relationship

between the Department of Energy and UNLV. In deciding

specific areas of concentration, much discussion centered

on structural analyses of the waste container under vari-

ous conditions.



In reviewing the available literature on the project, I

had difficulty finding consistent dimensions regarding the

waste container. There seems to be no single container

design being used by all parties. This is because the

final container design is necessarily delayed until fur-

ther data is collected regarding the actual site.

In the future, a great deal of time will be spent

analyzing this container in response to a wide variety of

loading and accident conditions. The results of said

analyses will be required as reference material during the

licensing process for the repository. Some of these analy-

ses could presumably be performed by UNLV. Therefore, UNLV

is currently acquiring resources to meet anticipated

needs.

There are a number of questions regarding the container

environment that cannot be answered at this time. Many

questions must remain unanswered until site characteriza-

tion can be completed. Thus t__e final design of a waste

container must be postponed until site characterization is

complete. However, much information is available now. It

is my hope to combine the available information with

engineering common sense and compare some possible designs
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of Selected components of the container. The results of

this work should provide UNLV with a better picture of the

overall effort involved in container design.

The intended result of this report is to provide guidance

on container geometry that can be used for subsequent

structural, thermal and other analyses. I will concentrate

on possible geometries for the tophead and pintle of the

container and use assumptions to define the required

parameters for analysis where final information is not yet

availible.
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Section I, Background

Section i.i, Legislation

Commercial nuclear reactors have been supplying a portion

of* the energy needs of the United States since 1957. {{To

date, the US has enjoyed the benefits of nuclear power.}}}

However, along with the advantages of nuclear energy we

must face the most obvious drawback; disposal of high level

nuclear waste.(ref 3)

In 1982, the ninety-seventh congress of the United States

found that-

I) Radioactive waste creates potential risks and

requires safe and environmentally acceptable methods

of disposal.

2) A national problem has been created by the accumu-

_ lation of (a) spent nucl_r fuel from nuclear reac-

tors and (b) radioactive waste from (i) reprocessing

of spent nuclear fuel, (ii) activities relating to

medical research, diagnosis, and treatment; and (iii)

other sources;



3) Federal efforts during the past thirty years to

devise a permanent solution to the problems of civil-

ian radioactive waste disposal have not been adequate

(ref 4 ).

The resulting legislation from congress was called the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA). This legislation

had several purposes, the most significant being:

i) to establish a schedule for the siting, construc-

tion, and operation of repositories that will pro-

vide a reasonable assurance that the public and the

environment will be adequately protected from the

hazards posed by high level radioactive waste and

such spent nuclear fuel as may be disposed of in a

repository;

4

2) to establish the Federal responsibility, and a

definite Federal policy, for the disposal of such

_ waste and spent fuel; .._

3) to define the relationship between the Federal

government and the state governments with respect to
i

the disposal of such waste and spent fuel; and
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4) to establish a Nuclear Waste Fund, composed of

payments made by the generators and owners of such

waste and spent fuel, that will ensure that the

costs of carrying out activities relating to the

disposal of such waste and spent fuel will be borne

by the persons responsible for generating such waste

and spent fuel.(REF 4)

This landmark legislation made the United States Depart-

ment of Energy (USDOE) responsible for siting, building

and operating a geologic repository. It also made the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) responsible for li-

censing the DOE with regard to repository operations.

Section 1.2, Repository Description

A geologic repository is a geologic excavation used to

isolate wastes from the accessible environment. The re-

pository would consist of both surface and underground

facilities and such shafts _i_ ramps as necessary to

connect the two facilities (see figure i-i). The purpose

of the surface facilities is to receive waste and to

package or otherwise prepare it for permanent disposal

underground. The surface facilities are connected to the
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underground facilities by shafts and/or ramps. These are

used for several purposes; to transport waste into the

underground facilities, to transport excavated material

out of the underground facilities, to transport men or

materials into the area and to provide fresh air into the

repository. The underground facilities would consist of a

grid of drifts, used for emplacement of the waste contain-

ers. Each container would reside in it's own borehole as

shown in figure ].-2.

Section 1.3, Repository Requirements

The fundamental requirements that the repository must

comply with are set forth in i0 Code of Federal Regula-

tions (CFR), part 60, "Disposal of High-Level Radioactive

Wastes in Geologic Repositories: Licensing and Proce-

dures." (ref 6)

It is this document that describes the fundamental re-

quirements of a repository for nuclear waste. The foremost

_ requirement is to assure tha_°releases of radioactive

materials to the accessible environment are kept below

standards set forth by the Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA). It further defines that the waste shall be con-

tained in an Engineered Barrier System (EBS), which con-
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sists of the waste form and any containers, shielding,

packing and absorbent materials immediately surrounding an

individual waste container. The rBS is present to assure

that the containment of the waste will be substantially

complete during the period when radiation and thermal

conditions in the rBS are dominated by fission product

decay. It is this time requirement that presents the

engineering challenges associated with the repository.

According to the code of federal regulations, the contain-

ment of high level waste must be substantiall_ complete

for a period not less than 300 years nor more than 1000

years.

Section 1.4, The Waste Container

One of the containment levels in the rBS will be provided

by the waste container. The "waste form" will be placed

into this container for transportation between the surface

facilities and the emplacement drifts. A waste container

is shown "emplaced" in it's borehole in figure 1-2. The

_ contents and dimensions of the_lontainer will be discussed

in the following section.

The requirements set forth for the waste container in

references 7 and 26 are centered on containment of the
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enclosed waste. Such items as release rate, period of

retrievacility, criticality and containment period are

addressed. The direct application of some of these re-

quirements willbe addressed in the body of this report as

they are warranted.
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Figure i-i, A perspective View of the Repository
(from reference 34)
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Figure 1-2, A Waste Container in the Repository

(from reference 34)
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Section 2, Design Considerations and Assumptions

Section 2.1, A Description of the Waste Container

One possible shape for the waste container is shown in

figure 4-1. Key components for discussion and some of the

major design variables are also shown in this figure. The

container consists of four parts; the pintle, the t0Phead ,

the cylinder body and the bottom head.

The pintle is merely a lifting device attached to the

center of the tophead. This lifting configuration is used

so that a grapple can locate on the container without

disturbing the side walls of the borehole. An excellent

description of a grapple and the associated handling

methods is contained in reference 23. The pintle can

either be attached to the tophead via welding or can be an

integral part of the tophead depending on method of

manufacture. Information regarding the canister contents

will be marked on the top of thee pintle.

The tophead is the upper segment of the container. The

connection of the tophead to the cylinder body represents

the final seal for the entire container. Due to the

radiation fields present from the waste form, this joint



will be welded and inspected remotely. This has been

identified as a very critical operation to the function of

the container (ref 28). The tophead transfers the payload

from the cylinder body to the pintle for handling opera-

tions. It it's simplest form, the tophead is a flat plate

welded to the top of the body as shown in figure 4-1.

The cylinder body is a long, thin walled cylinder that

connects the top and bottom heads. It may or may not have

a longitudinal weld along it's length depending on method

of manufacture. It carries the weight of the payload from

the bottom head to the tophead.

The bottom head is the base of the container. It is either

integral with the cylinder body or connected via welding.

This weld could be accomplished before the container is

placed in the hot cell. This eliminates the need for

remote welding and inspection. The waste for_L will rest on

the bottom head and the load will be transferred to the

cylinder body during handling q_.@rations. Depending on the

, type of the waste form, additional supports may be n_,s -

sary to properly distribute the load to the bottom head.

Reference 9 shows drawings of a variety of intact fuel

assemblies. Some of these assemblies have a small amount
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of surface area on the base and could easily cause local

deformation to the bottom head of the container without

additional support. As shown in figure 4-1, the bottom

head can be as simple as a flat plate.

Section 2.2, Payload Discussion

The contents of the container can be one of three waste

forms, intact fuel assemblies, consolidated fuel rods or

Defense High Level Waste (DHLW).

11

Section 2.2.1, Intact Fuel Assemblies

Intact fuel assemblies izan be either fror_ Boiling Water

Reactors (BWR) or Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR). There

are significant differences between the two types in terms

of power output, number of fuel pins, size and weight.

Reference 9 provides a description of most of the differ-

ent PWR and BWR assemblies that will require disposal. Of

_ major importance to containe/__design are the physical

parameters of size and weight. These values will be used

later for assumptions regarding canister loading.
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Section 2.2.2, Consolidated Fuel Rods

The vast amount of spent nuclear fuel has led to several

methods of minimizing the effort involved with disposal.

One of these methods is to remove the individual fuel pinsi

from the intact fuel assemblies and consolidate them into

containers. This increases the number of fuel assemblies

that can be placed into a container/borehole. Preliminary

estimates predict that the number of required container's

can be reduced by a factor of two if consolidation is used

(ref Ii). This could result in a significant savings if

the fuel rods can be removed economically. This process is

still being studied and remains a viable disposal option.

Section 2.2.3, Defense High Level Waste (DHLW)
P

This waste is from a variety of defense related activi-

ties. The waste is mixed into molten borosilicate glass

and poured into a pour canister. This pour canister is

_ similar to a waste container i_1_shape, but is smaller in

size. The pour canister will be placed into a standard

waste canister for disposal. This is necessary because

during the pouring process thermal stresses are induced

into the pour canister that make stress related corrosion
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likely (ref 20). DHLW will have a much smaller power

output and weigh less than the two previous waste forms

discussed.

Section 2.2.4, Payload Summary

Of the three payloads mentioned above, consolidated fuel

rods represent the heaviest possible uontainer payload. An

upper bound on the payload can be determined for a given

container diameter by placing the maximum number (approxi-

mately 1300) of the heaviest fuel rods (approximately 12.5

pounds apiece) into the container. This results in an

upper bound on the container payload of about 16,200

pounds. However, this many rods would almost certainly

exceed the 350 degree Celsius temperature limitation (de-

pending on burnup) on the cladding and therefore it is not

a credible design value.

A better design value is to place the maximum anticipated

- number of the heaviest ass_lies into the container.

Reference 20 suggests that as many as eighteen consoli-

dated BWR assemblies could be placed into a single con-

tainer. Following this approach we place 882 fuel rods

consolidated from eighteen Exxon/ANF BWR 7 x 7 fuel
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assemblies into a container for a total payload of about

q

11,000 pounds. If the associated fuel support hardware is

also included the payload becomes about i1,140 pounds.

However, since the database of fuel rod weights is incom-

plete and some assemblies may be heavier, I will be

conservative and raise the payload to 11,500 pounds total.

An initial estimate of the container weight can be found

in reference 27 at between 2700 and 3250 pounds. I will

use an average of 3000 pounds and thus the initial

estimate for the container plus payload comes in at 14,500

pounds.

Section 2.3_ Analysis Guidelines

Section 2.3. i, Container Loads

The performance requirements for the container are dic-

tated in several CFR's mentioned earlier. A simplistic

approach to the container environments is _ to group them

" into two major categories; n_l and abnormal. There are

two approaches to design based on these categories. First,

the container can be designed based on the normal loads

and the design can be changed in response to abnormal

environments. Second, the container could be designed

2-6



initially to withstand the known abnormal environments.

For this initial work, I will limit the loadings to those

associated with the handiling of the container.

The assembled literature suggests that the most severe

structural loadings in a normal environment will be those

from transportation and handling inside the repository. A

description of these operations is detailed in reference

27. One method of transportation for these canisters will

he via flexible cables and/or chains connected to a

lifting grapple. The grapple will be attached to the

container at the top flange of the pintle. The entire

weight of the container and payload will be transferred

through this interface. This load is a good starting place

for the design of the pintle and tophead. It is hoped that

the designs resulting from loading in this fashion will

also satisfy other less severe loading scenarios to be

applied later. Since this is the "bread - and - butter"

loading for day to day operations it should serve as a

good basis for model comparison.

- Section 2.3.2, Safety P_L_tors

The process of design using safety factors can be accom-

plished in two different methods. The first is to apply

the best estimate of the existing loads to the structure
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and analyze the resulting stresses. These stresses can

then be compared with the yield stress for the material

and the resulting ratio represents the safety factor. The

second method is to apply the loads multiplied by a

suitable safety factor to the structure. If the stresses
i

resulting from these loads are below the yield stress in

the material, the design is considered safe within the

safety factor specified on the loads.

In addltion, since I will apply safety factors against the

yield strength of the material, there is an additional

margin for safety inherent in the material itself. The

yield strength of the selected material (304L stainless)

is 32,000 PSI while the ultimate strength is 85,000 PSI.

The difference between these two values is considerable

and represents an additional margin of safety that is not

directly credited in my analysis.

The finite element models to be detailed later are loaded

in an axial direction at the bottom of the pintle flange.

This simulates loading whereo_e container is transported

via the pintle. When the container is raised or lowered

additional accelerations beyond that of gravity alone will

be present. This could increase the 1oadings beyond the

weight of the container and payload itself and justifies
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the use of a healthy safety factor during handling•

The selection of a safety factor for use in the analysis

is a subjective process in the absence of any formal

requirements. Reference 26 serves as a standard for pack-

aging requirements, but may not apply to moving containers

inside the repository. The requirements listed therein

have been used for baseline structural work in the Dast

(ref 11). I will use reference 26 as a guideline and use a

minimum safety factor of three based on the yield strength

of the material. This value is included in the loading

applied to every model in this report. The total antici-

pated weight of the filled container was conservatively

estimated at 14,500 pounds. Therefore, the load applied to

the container for stress analysis will be three times this

value or 43,500 pounds.

\ii Section 2 3.3, Failure Criterion
I '!'

_ The results from the stress _Tralysis of each model need to

be compared with some type of failure theory in order to

predict when the material will actually yield° Since the

material is quite ductile (304L has an elongation of

approximately 57 percent at failure), reference 30 sug-
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r

gests the use of the maximum-distortion energy theory,

also called the Von Mises yield criterion. This theory

uses the concept of an equivalent stress calculated from

the actual stresses in the part being analyzed. The yield

criterion is that when the equivalent stress in the member

reaches the yield stress for the material, the material

begins to yield.

The relationship between element stresses, principal

stresses and the Von Mises equivalent stress for tri-axial

loading is available in reference 15. Cosmos/M conve-

niently calculates and prints the Von Mises equivalent

stress for many of the axisymmetric elem,_nts used in the

models. The internal calculation of these stresses has

been compared with reference 15 and the results are in

complete agreement. In the subsequent finite element

models, when the averaged Von Mises nodal stress reaches

the yield strength of the material, I will consider the

material to begin plastic yielding.

Section 2.4, Material selection

The final selection of material for use in the containers

is a subject of several studies connected with the Yucca
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mountain project (ref i). Due to the long term containment

required by existing regulations, it is doubtful that the

final material selectio_ will be based solely on struc-

tural requirements. It is much more likely that general

and/or local corrosion attack rates will govern both

material selection and required wall thickness for the

container (ref 29).

I have elected to use stainless steel 304L in my anal_ais

of the pintle and tophead. This material is one of the

candidate materials in current studies and has been used

in previous structural models (ref 11, 17, 18). The

applicable material properties for annealed 304L are

listed in table 2-1.

2-11
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Table 2-i

Material Properties for 304L (ref 31)

at 20 ° Celsius

i

Density 0.286 pound/in 3

Modulus of Elasticity 2.800E+7 PSI

Shear Modulus 1.085E+7 PSI

Poisson's Ratio 0.29

Yield Stress 3.200E+4 PSI

Ultimate Stress 8.500E+4 PSI

Elongation at Failure 57 %

Yield Offset 0.2 %

Material Properties for 304L (ref 32)

at 250 o Celsius

Poisson's Ratio 0.30

Yield Stress 2.000E+4 PSI

Modulus of Elasticity 2.600E+7 PSI

¢

-
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The properties of 304L vary depending on what reference is

used, these were selected as being a conservati_e group of

properties for this material. Reference 32 has detailed

information regarding mechanical properties as a function

of temperature. Reference ii suggests that the maximum

temperature of the container to be 250 degrees Celsius.

This is a conservative estimate that has a significant

eflect on the yield strength as shown in table 2-1.

Since the finite element models I will perform are in the

linear regime, the yield stress of the material is not a

material parameter in the model. The comparison of the

computed stresses against the yield strength of the mate-

rial is left to the analyst. The reduction in yield

strength at elevated temperature will be discussed at

every stage of stress analysis in the various models. The

change in the other material properties is quite small and

will be neglected at this stage of analysis. The finite

element models to be described in this report all use

material properties applicaL1e at 20 degrees Celsius.

Section 2.5, Prescribed Dimensions of the Container

Figure 2-i shows the major design variables associated
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i

with the container. The major variables of interest in

this report are in the tophead and the pintle. The pintle

design is from reference 9 and is described in section

III. The thickx,ess of the topbead i_ a variable described

in section IV. The shape of the tophead is also a variable

and is changed in section V.

The diameter of the container, Dc, is taken as 28 inches.

The wall thickness of the cylinder body, Tw, is selected

as 0.375 inch. These selections are made based onprevious

work by others (refs ii, 18) and provide a conunon basis

for analysis.

Section 2.6, ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code

T

One of the tasks at UNLV is to explore the applicable

portions of the aforementioned code to the waste con-

tainer. This is a difficult task in the absence of

specific information such as a container design and ser-

vice stresses. I hope to supply information regarding both

of these items.

The ASME boiler and pressure vessel code is designed to

provide standard guidance to designers and analysts alike
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regarding the safe design and use of boilers and pressure

vessels. The waste container discussed herein has several

features that are common to pressure vessels. However,

this is where the resemblance ends. A pressure vessel is,

by definition, designed to withstand internal or external

pressure. The majority of the procedures and guidelines

for analysis in the code are set up accordingly. The waste

container will not be subject to pressure loading under

normal circumstances and hence it is difficult to apply

much of the valuable information in the code.

The code assigns allowable stresses with an (incorporated

safety factor) based on several variables including ser-

vice temperature, material and type of loading. The code

divides stresses into three categories; primary stress,

secondary stress and peak stress (ref 2). These categories

are clearly delineaued _or true pressure vessels but

become somewhat fuzzy when applied to the waste container.

The comparison of the finite element results to these

requirements is a formidable task in itself.

I will use the principles of standard design practice

without regard for the ASME codes for this initial effort

on the container. It is hoped that the results will be

used in a separate effort to determine the finer aspects
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of how the code applies to the waste container.
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I

I Lc = Cylind_.,r length
i

Cylinder Body Lp '= Pint,le Length

I Tw = Wall thickness

Tb = Bottom Head thickness

Lt
__ Tt = Top Head thicknessLc

_ Tw Dp = Pintle diameter

Dc = Canister dlometer

_ Dc =_- rb _-"-" _ottomHeo_
....

}

Basic Oeometry and Major Dimensions
file', barecan.dwg

Figure 2-i
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Section III, Pintle Design and Analysis

Section 3.1, Pintle Description

This section of the report covers the analysis and design

of the Pintle. The pintle is a key component of the

container since all of the handling loads are transmitted

through it. The pintle is the only feature present in the

container design that allows for handling and transporta-

tion.

The repository will be required to handle a variety of

waste forms. One of these forms is Defense High Level Waste

(DHLW) from the Savannah River Plant (SRP). The container

used for transporting this waste to the repository is very

similar to the conceptual design of the repository con-

tainer. Since the repository handling equipment will be

required to accommodate this container, the pintle design

on this container will serve as a baseline for analysis. If

this design proves suitable for use in the repository,

considerable savings in handling equipment can be realized.

A drawing of the container and pintle can be found in

reference 9, volume i, section 3. Please note that this



same pintle design is also shown associated with the

Hanford high level waste container. A sketch of the base-

iine pintle design is included as figure 3-i.

This pintle is designed to fit inside a grapple that

locates on the lifting flange shown on figure 3-i. An

excellent description of the function and design of a

grapple can be found in reference 23. The base of the

pintle has a chamfer to accommodate welding to the

aontainer body as shown in reference 9. The pintle design

shown is open at the top to allow for pouring the molten!

glass/waste mixture through the neck /of the container.
,

ig installed inAfter pouring is completed, a closure plu is

this opening.
/

/

My analysis of this pintle design consists of three
r

separate models. The first is shown in figure 3-2 and will

be called the pintlel geometry. It is identical to the

previous design with the exception of having a cylindrical

base without the weld chamfer. The reason for this change

is to determine the stress distribution across the base of

the pintle to use as a loading scheme for subsequent

tophead models.

Section 3.2, The Pintlel Model
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The geometry for this pintle, and others, was created in

Autocad and then ported to Cosmos/M finite element software

using an IGES (Initial Graphics Exchange Standard) transla-

tor. The selection of Cosmos/M for analysis was based on a

review of several packages available for personal comput-

ers. The software has been well characterized for stress

analysis and was selected for it's ease of use and analyti-

cal capabilities (ref 24). Once the geometry was estab-

lished in Geostar (the graphic module of Cosmos/M), a

graded mesh of six node, axisymmetric, isoparametric trian-

gular elements was generated. These elements were selected

because they are the easiest to generate and provide

excellent results for stress analysis (ref 25). The mesh is

shown in figure 3-3. Detailed areas of the mesh showing

node and element numbers are given in figures 3-4 and 3-5

respectively.

All of the models in this section are axisymmetric. This

means that the applied loads are for a sector of a circle

that is one radian wide. Thus, the applied loads indicated

in the output files are based on 43,500 pounds total

container weight divided by 2 Pi. This means that each

model has approximately 6923 pounds applied to the lifting

flange. Please remember that this loading incorporates a

safety factor of three. Resulting stresses can be compared
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with yield' stresses for the material and if below yield, a

safety factor of at least three is realized. Each model

-_ l,_d distributed across the outer edge of the

lifting flange. This generates the maximum bending stresses
i

in the flange, and is a conservative approach. The pintle

is restrained from moving in the "Y" direction with bound-

ary conditions at the base of the pintle.

The complete tabular output from the analysis of the

pintlel geometry is included as appendix A. These outputs

are quite long so I will summarize the results in this

section. The resulting deformations due to loading are

shown in figure 3-6. The displacements shown are highly

exaggerated. The actual displacement of the upper right

corner of the pintle (node 23) is 0.001617 inch. As was

previously mentioned, displacements will be underestimated

based on a "cold" modulus of elasticity. The stress results

from this analysis will be discussed at the end of this

section.

Sectic _ 3.3, The Pintle2 Model

The second model for the pintle is shown in figure 3-7 and

will be called pintle2 geometry. It is identical to the

pintlel model with the exception of the small chamfer added
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between the lifting flange and the cylindrical body of the

pintle. The chamfer is 0.25 inch by 0.25 inch. This was

added to reduce the stress concentration at this interface

in the pintlel shape. The generated mesh for this geometry

is shown in figure 3-8. Figures 3-9 and 3-10 show node

numbers and element numbers respectively for the region of

highest stress. This is also a graded mesh using the same

element type, boundary conditions and loading method as the

previous model. The complete tabular output from this model

is given in appendix "B"

The deformed pintle is practically identical to figure 3-6

so a separate plot is not included. The displacement of the

upper right corner of the pintle was approximately 0.0015

inch. The stress results will be discussed at the end of

this section.

Section 3.4, The Pintle3 Model

The third model of the pintle is shown in figure 3-11 and

will be called pintle3 geometry. This is the same geometry

as the previous model except for the addition of a 0 [ _ch

thick plate across the top of the pintle. This plate or

something similar to it will be in place during handling

operations at the repository. The effects of this plate on

the stress distribution in the pintle will be discussed at
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the end of this section. This is a uniform mesh of the same

elements used in the Ii:_o previous models. Boundary condi-

tions and loading conditions are the same. The complete

tabular output for this model is given in appendix "C".

Figure 3-12 shows the mesh, the position of load applica-

tion and the deformed plot after analysis. The displacement

of the upper right hand corner of the pintle (node 51) was

0.0013 inch. This was slightly less than the previous

models due to the additional strength of the plate. A plot

of the node numbers in the region of the chamfer is given

in figure 3-13. A plot of element numbers relating to

stress discussions is given in figures 3-14 and 3-15.

Section 3.5, Pintlel Stress Analysis

A contour plot of the averaged Von Mises stress values for

each node are given for the models pintlel, pintle2 and

pintle3 in figures 3-16, 3-17 and 3-18 respectively. Each

model shows one view of the entire pintle and a separate

view of the region of highest stress. It is difficult to

interpret the absolute values of the stresses from these

plots. The regions of highest stress are located where the

contours are closely _ spaced. Absolute values for nodal and

element stresses can be found in appendices "A", "B"v and

"C". The node and element numbers for several regions of
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interest are shown on figures described in the previous

sections.

Figure 3-16 shows the stress distribution for the pintlel

shape. Window 3 shows the entire pintle and window 1 gives

a detailed look at the lifting flange/cylinder intersec-

tion. Figure 3-16 shows a rapidly varying stress field in

the area of the intersection and a fairly benign stress

field elsewhere. At the base of the pintle, the stress

field is essentially constant across the cross section.

This will become important later when the loads fEom the

pintle are applied to the tophead.

Window 1 shows some more detail in the flange/cylinder

intersection. This is a stress concentration area due to

the transition from bending loads in the lifting flange to
!

membrane loads in the cylinder. The highest stresses

present in this model are found at nodes 794, 796 and 46

(see figure 3-4) and are 18,200 PSI, 14,500 PSI and 14,100

PSI respectively. In this area of the pintle the stresses

are changing quite rapidly as evidenced by the nodal

stresses listed in appendix "A" for elements 88 through 93.

The "cold" yield stress for annealed 304L stainless is

32,000 PSI. The maximum value listed above is still well

below this value with the safety factor of three included.
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This is not true for the "hot" yield stress of 20,000 PSI.

However, the observed stresses are still high in this local

area due to the sharp corner in the model. There is also

some evidence that the mesh is not tight enough in this

area to adequately describe the stress concentration.

Rather than refining the mesh on an obvious stress concen-
r

tration, I prefer to change the geometry to a more accept-

able form. This leads us into the second model, pintle2,

which incorporates a small chamfer in this area.

Section 3.6, Pintle2 Stress Analysis

Figure 3-17 shows the stress levels in the pintle2 model.

Window 1 shows the entire pintle and window 2 shows a

detailed picture in the area of the chamfer. Once again,

the stress varies rapidiy in the area of the

flange/cylinder intersection, but the stress magnitudes are

significantly reduced. The maximum nodal stresses for nodes

42, 855 and 862 (see figure 3-9) are 10,560 PSI; 9,800 PSI

and 9,230 PSI respectively. The stress magnitude has been

reduced by increasing the transitional area from the flange

to the cylinder. A complete listing of nodal stresses is

given in appendix "B" for this model.

The relationship between averaged nodal stresses and ele-
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ment stresses is a good indicator of the adequacy of the

finite element mesh. This model has very good agreement and

indicates adequate refinement for the existing stress

fields.

The pintle2 shape was selected to portray the advantages of

including a small chamfer in an area of stress concentra-

tion. The peak stresses were significantly reduced with

the addition of this feature. This is a worthwhile improve-

ment to the existing design that seems a small price to

pay. This change may require a little more effort in

designing the grapple since it reduces the available bear-

ing area on the lifting flange.

Section 3.7, Pintle3 Stress Analysis

The previous models did not have a plate over the top of

the pintle. This is a conservative approach to the stress

analysis. The addition of the top plate restricts the

inward bending of the pintle by placing the top plate under

compression. Since the actual design configuration of the

pintle/container is not known at this time, I elected to

study these models to see if the exclusion of the top plate

could be a limiting factor under axial loading. The previ-

ous models show that it is not a limiting factor and that
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under axial loads the pintle design is adequate without the

top Plate.

The pintle3 model includes the top plate into the mesh as

shown in the stress plots in figure 3-18. This model again

lowers the peak stress in the flange/cylinder interface

region. The maximum nodal stresses occur at nodes 70, 606

and 602 (see figure 3-13) and are 8,851 PSI, 8,143 PSI and

7,793 PSI respectively. The stress reduction in this area

is realized due to the added support form the top plate.

Section 3.8, Conclusions on the Pintle Design

A summary of the peak nodal stresses is shown in table 3-2.

The decrease in stress is obvious with the inclusion of

first the chamfer and then the top plate. All of the

stresses shown are based on a load of three times the

maximum anticipated load of 14,500 pounds per container.

All of the stresses are well below both the "cold" and

"hot" yield strength of the selected material, 304L stain-

, less steel. Thus, the first major conclusion is that _ of

the three shapes are more than adequate to carry the

applied axial loads.

The major assumption necessary to reach this conclusion is
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that the load be applied axisymmetrical!y. In reality, the

grapple will probably not maintain contact with the lifting

flange for a full 360 degrees. This will result in a non-

axisymmetric load on the pintle. When the grapple design is

established the same axisymmetric model can be loaded using

Fourier series to simulate this non-axisymmetric loading.

As figures 3-16, 3-17 and 3-18 show, the upper portion of

the lifting flange carries very little stress for this

loading. This means that the flange is very conservatively

designed. While conservative design is a desirable prac-

tice, it is also contrary to maintaining low cost when one

considers the production volume required for these pintles

and containers. Even a small savings in material or fabri-

cation methods will yield a substantial cost savings when

tens of thousands of parts are required. If subsequent

loading scenarios show similar stress patterns, a savings

could result from thinning this flange.
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Table 3-2, Summary of the Three Models

Maximum Nodal Stresses (Von Mises, averaged)

Pintlel Pintle2 Pintle3

Node Sgress(PSI) Node Stress(PSI) Node Stress(PSI)

794 18,233 42 10,562 70 8,851

792 14,508 855 9,816 606 8,143

46 14,091 862 9,234 602 7,793

784 13,432 864 9,081 109 6,931

785 12,728 854 8,852 746 6,873

47 11,619 856 7,608 749 6,705

796 10,267 657 7,216 108 6,615
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The results from this portion of the analysis can now be

used for modelling the tophead of the container. This is

done by finding the reaction forces on the base of the

pintle and applying them to the top of the container. These

stresses are given in table 3-3. The stresses listed are

average element stresses for the two elements at the base

of the three different plntle models.

Table 3-3 indicates no change in the load at the base of

the pintle for the three models reviewed. The base of all

three models is two elements wide. The inside elements are

the last three entries in table 3-3 and the outside

elements are the first three entries. By comparing thess

two sets of entries, one can determine that the stress in

the "Y" direction is almost uniformly distributed (the

stress gradient is about 150 PSI). This difference is

negligible and subsequent models will be loaded with a

uniform load of 5903 PSI across the base of the pintle.
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Table 3-3

Stresses at the Base of the Pintle (PSI)

Model Elemen_t Sigma X Sigma y sigma z

pintlel 207 i.262 5,944 -349

pintle2 180 i. 250 5,947 -353

pintle3 197 i. 294 5,945 -351

pintlel 209 -3.59 5,801 -422

pintle2 182 -3.65 5,798 -428

pintle3 199 -3.60 5,804 -423
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Figure 3-6
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Figure 3-12
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Figure 3-13
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Figure 3-16
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Pigure 3-18
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Section 4, Flat Tophead Analysis

Section 4,1 Discussion of Flat Tophead Shapes

In section three, a detailed analysis of the pintle was

performed while the pintle was under a conservative axial
i

load. In this section, the analysis will continue by

applying the loads from the pintle to the top head of the

container.

Of the infinite possible shapes for a contained tophead,

the cheapest and simplest is a flat one. The fabrication

process is little mor_ tl_an flame cutting a circular

section from a flat rolled plate. This section looks at

the consequences of using a flat plate for the tophead of

the container.

Using some design guidelines from section two, a simple

flat tophead model was created and is shown in figure 4-i.

The cylinder shown on top of the flat plate represents the

base of the pintle. The cylinder located on the outer

diameter represents the upper portion of the cylinder



body. The pintle and the cylinder body are both welded to

the top plate with a continuous 0.375" weld bead on a

.375" wall thickness. This is selected as a simple connec-

tion that eliminates the need for additional features on

the plate.

p

Section 4.2, The Flat3 Model

The major design variable of interest in this flat
L

geometry is the thickness of the plate. The first model,

Flat3, uses a 1.5 inch thickness. This initial selection

was based on hand calculations from references 15 and ii.

Using this dimension a finite element mesh was created and

is shown in figure 4-2.

The mesh consists of 1096 elements and 2358 nodes. The

elements are six node axisymmetric, isoparametric elements

as used in the previous section. The average element size

varies from 0.0625 inch in the stress concentration areas

to 0.375 inch in other areas. Figures 4-3 through 4-5 show

node and element numbers for the regions of highest

stress. A complete listing of the Cosmos/M output for the

flat3 model is contained in appendix "D".

The model is loaded at the base of the pintle with an
,.
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upward pressure of 5903 PSI as discussed in the previous

section on pintle design. The model is prevented from

moving in the "Y" direction with boundary conditions at

the connection of the cylinder body. Since this is an

axisymmetric model, rigid body motion in the "X" (radial)

direction is prevented by nature of developed hoop

stresses.

A plot of the deformed shape after loading is shown in

figure 4-6. The maximum deflection occurs at the center of

the plate and is 0.032 inches (up). The maximum nodal

stress (Von Mises, averaged) occurs at node 12 ( see

figure 4-4 and is 35,688 PSI. This is slightly above the

"cold" yield stress for the material and indicates that we

do not have a safety factor of three under the existing

loads. The stresses present at node 12 are listed in table

4-i.

!
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Table 4-1 Stresses at Node 12 in Flat3 Model

Stress Stress

_ Type Value (PSI) ....

Sigma X 8,675

Sigma Y 39,820

Sigma Z 25,090

Tau XY -13,490

Von Mises 35,688

L
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Examination of figure 4-6 gives us some insight into the

nature of these stresses. The vertical load through the

pintle causes bending in the top plate. As the top plate

deflects upward, the base of the pintle is forced to

rotate. This causes bending in the pintle cylinder. This

produces tension (in the "Y" direction) on the outer

diameter of the pintle and compression on the inner

diameter. These bending stresses are trying to deform the

pintle cylinder into a barrel shape. The bending cross

section of the pintle in this direction is a maximum at

the attachment point and varies to minimum at the top of

the weld chamfer. This rapid change in the moment of

inertia causes a stress concentration in bending that

accounts for the stress in the "Y" direction. This _ same

phenomena wants to displace the base of the pintle in the

r

'k" (radial) direction. As this occurs, hoop stresses in

the "Z" direction are formed. This places the outer fibers

in the location of node 12 in tension in two directions

("Y" and "Z").

Note that the maximum stress does not occur in the plate

itself. Indeed, the stress distribution through the top

piate itself is acceptable with the current 1.5 inch

thickness. In application, the stresses described above

would probably not result in anything beyond local yield-
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ing in the weld chamfer area. However, this is not a good

place to initiate such yielding as it may form a crack

that could propagate along the weld. One way to lower the

stress in the base of the pintle would be to increase the

moment of inertia of the pintle. This could be done easily

by increasing the wall thickness. However, this would

violate my original intention of using the existing pintle

design without modifications. I will look at other alter-

natives and explore this one if it becomes necessary.

• Section 4.3, The Flat4 Model

A second model using the original 1.5 inch thick plate was

run with a 0.375 X 0.375 weld chamfer on both the inside

and outside diameters at the base of the pintle. The

additional weld chamfer on hhe inner radius of the pintle

would be very difficult to perform and would only be

worthwhile if the benefits were considerable. This addi-

tional weld chamfer increased the bending resistance at

the base of the pintle but did nothing to relieve the

stress concentration. The results from this model were

only a marginal improvement over those from the flat3

model and are not contained in this report for that

reason.
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Section 4.4, The Flat5 MoMel

Another way to reduce the stress in the base of the pintle

is to increase the thickness of the top plate. This

reduces the stress in the pintle by reducing the rotation

at the pintle base. A plate thickness of 2 inches was

selected for analysis in the model that I will call Flat5.

The geometry is identical to that shown in figure 4-i

except for the new plate thickness of 2 inches.

The finite element mesh for the flat5 model is shown in

figures 4-7 and 4-8. This mesh has 1,397 elements, 2,964

nodes and 5,928 equations that must be solved simulta-

neously. Element and node numbers in the highly stressed

regions are shown in figures 4-9 through 4-10 and figures

4-11 through 4-12 respectively.

The deformed plot of this model is shown in figure 4-13.

The maximum displacement occurs at the center of the plate

and has been reduced to 0.016 inch. This is nearly half

the deflection of the previous model with only a 33%

increase in the thickness. This is because the deflection

is inversely proportional to the cube of the plate thick-

ness (ref 15).

u ,



The Nodal stress contours (Von Mises, averaged) for this

model are shown in figure 4-14. The maximum nodal stress

is 23,948 PSI, occurring at node 12 again. For the sake of

comparison, the stresses at node 12 for the flat5 model

are listed in table 4-2.
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Table 4-2 Stresses at Node 12 in Flat5 Model

Stress Stress

' _ True _ Yalue (PSI) _

Sigma X 5,724

Sigma Y 26,840

Sigma Z 16,110

Tau XY -8,927

Von Mises 23,950
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The nodal stress contours for stress in the "Y" and "Z"

direction in the pintle base area are shown in figure 4-

15. Note the bending stress due to "barreling" of the

cylinder evident in the plot of sigma "Y". _hese stresses

vary from 26,840 PSI (tension) on the outer diameter to-

7,943 PSI (compression) on the inner diameter. This stress

pattern is due to the bending of the cylinder with the

axial stress superimposed. The stresses in the "Z" direc-

tion (hoop stresses) are all positive in this area indi-

cating tension from an outward radial displacement. Also

of interest, but not shown in the figure are the mild

compressive stresses in the "Z" direction in the cylinder

body. This is due to the inward radial displacement of the

upper cylinder portion of the container (see figure 4-13).

r

Section 4.5, The Flat6 Model
q

The two previous models have illustrated that the limiting

factor with a flat tophead is in the pintle to tophead

connection. The design under study is the simplest pos-

sible arrangement of tophead and pintle. I have attempted

to connect the base of the existing pintle design to the

tophead without requiring any additional features on the

two components. As a result, the thin walled pintle
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cylinder is bending as the tophead deforms and this

overloads the existing connection. One possible way to

relieve this bending would be to release the rotational

degree of freedom at the pintle base.

Perhaps this is easiest to visualize in the case of a

beam. If a beam has fixed ends that are not allowed to

rotate, and the center is displaced, a moment force is

developed at the ends. However, if the ends of the beam

are pinned, the ends are free to rotate and no moment
f

develops there. Much the same thing is possible here. If

the base of the pintle were connected to the tophead with

a connection that allowed small relative rotations between

the pintle and the tophead, the bending stresses would not

be present in the base of the pintle, lt is these bending

stresses that are currently the limiting factor in the two

previous models.

With this thought in mind, the flat6 model was constructed

using geometry similar to that shown in figure 4.1. The

only difference is that pintle has been removed from the

model. Instead of loading the tophead through the pintle,

the loads are applied directly to the tophead across a

0.375 inch band where the pintle would be. This simulates

a sliding joint that permits the transmission of the

vertical load from the pintle but allows the tophead to
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rotate without bending the base of the pintle. While this

type of joint is standard practice when working with

beams, it would be difficult to incorporate on a plate.

The matter is pusued here in order to better understand

the nature of the stresses in the plate.

The mesh for the flat6 model is shown in figure 4-16.

Please note that the plate thickness has been reduoed to

1.5 inches again. After running the model for the first

time, I noticed that the rotation of the upper cylinder

body (attached to the outer diameter of the tophead) was

considerably greater than in the previous models. I there-

fore increased the length of the cylinder body from 3

inches in the previous models to 6 inches in the flat6

model.

Figure 4 - 16 shows the mesh, boundary conditions and

element loading for the flat6 model. The magnitude of the

loading is the same for this model as for the previous

models. Element and node numbers in the region of highest

stress are given in figures 4-17 and 4-18 respectively.

Node and element numbers for the region of load applica-

tion are given in figures 4-19 and 4-20 respectively.

Figure 4-21 shows the deformed shape of the flat6 model.

Please remember that these plots are highly exaggerated.
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The maximum deflection occurs at the center of the plate

and is approximately 0.036 inch. This can be compared with

the 0.032 inch displacement from the flat3 model. The

difference between these two numbers is from the reduction

in bending stiffness of the entire assembly with the

removal of the pintle. The entire output from the Cosmos/M

model is included as appendix "F".

The nodal stress contours for the area of highest stress

in the model are shown in figure 4-22. The stress
d

concentration now occurs at the weld fillet connecting the

cylinder body to the tophead. This area is also shown in

figure 4-23 which displays the stress in the "Y" direction

for that region. The highest Von Mises nodal stress occurs

at node 256. The stresses at this node are listed in table

4-3.

q
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Table 4-3, Nodal Stresses at Node 256

for the Flat6 Model

Stress Stress

_ Type ., Va._ue (PSll

Sigma x " 5,752

Sigma Y 28,590

Sigma Z 4,003

TAU XY -9,200

Von Mises 28,610
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This is again an extremely localized stress field due to

the stress concentration at £he weld chamfer. The inner

diameter is in tension from bending. The tensile stress

field (P/A) from the vertical load is superimposed also.

The outer diameter is in compression due to bending. The

stress fields in the "Z" direction (hoop stress) are

shown in figure 4-24. The top of the plate is in tension

and the bottom of the plate is in compression. This is

because the upper fibers are displacing in the positive

"X" or radial direction and the bottom fibers are moving

inward during bending,

Section 4.6, Work By Others

T, >'flat tophead shape has been analyzed by O'Neal, Gregg

et al in 1984 in reference ii. The dimensions of their

canister were different from thorpe I have elected to

analyze. Their canister diameter was approximately 22.5

inches compared with the 28 inch diameter canister I have

used. Perhaps the largest difference between their model

and those in this report is in the pintle/plate connec-

tion. Reference Ii shows the pintle connected to the top

plate with a cylinder that has an outer diameter of seven

inches and an inner diameter of four inches (all dimen-
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sions are approximate). This gives them a wall thickness

in the pintle cylinder of 1.5 inches. This section is
i

meshed as an integral part of the 1.5 inch thick top

plate. This would require either a forged shape with an

integral pintle or a full penetration weld through a cross

section of approximately 2 inches.

The result is that their pintle base region has a moment

of inertia that is approximately three times that of the

geometry I have elected to analyze. As a result, the

location of the maximum stress does not occur in the same

place when comparing the models. The results of the
i

analysis in reference Ii show the maximum stress in their

model to occur at the intersection of the pintle weld

chamfer and the top of the flat plate. Their method of

analysis differs from mine in that they were searching for

the applied load that _c:_id initiate yielding. They found

that a 92,500 pound axial load would initiate yielding in

304L stainless at the specified location.

Section 4.7, A summary of the flat tophead models

The results from the Flat3 model show that the maximum

stresses in the pintle/tophead/cylinder body assembly oc-

cur at the intersection between the pintle and the top-
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head. The region of highest stress occurs at the top of

the weld ohaunfer at the intersection of the weldment and

the pintle cylinder. This is an undesirable place for high

stress levels because fatigue loading on this interface

could generate a crack in the weld. The plate thickness in

this model was 1.5 inches and one nodal stress value

exceeded the "cold" yield strength of 32,000 PSI. Several

nodal stresses exceeded the "hot" yield strength of 20,000

PSI.

The results from the flat5 model indicate that by increas-

ing the thickness of the top plate, the resulting stress

at the base of the pintle can be reduced. Two nodal stress

values were observed in the flat5 model that were above

the "hot" allowable stress of 20,000 PSl, but none were

above the "cold" value of 32,000 PSI. The thickness of

the plate is up to two inches to provide these lowered

stress values. Figure 4-14 shows that the nodal stresses

throughout the plate itself are quite low. This indicates

that the material present in the tophead is not being used

efficiently.

The flat6 model reduces the plate thickness down to 1.5

inches and is thus comparable to the flat3 model. The

bending moment in the pintle/tophead connection was elimi-

nated allowing free rotation at the connection point.
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This increased the deflection in the "Y" direction

slightly and also increased the stress in the weld chamfer

between the tophead and the cylinder body. The maximum

nodal stress in the model was 28,605 PSI and now occurs at

the weld chamfer connecting the cylinder body to the

tophead. Several other nodes also exceeded the "hot"

allowable stress of 20,000 PSI.

Section 4.8, A classical approach to the problem

The best description of the differential relationships

involved with the tophead geometry comes from reference

13. The dimensions and relevant equations using Timoshen-

ko's notation are shown in figure 4-25. The description of

the relevant forces and moments is more easily discussed

by breaking the tophead assembly into 7 sections as shown

in figure 4-25. This figure also shows the applied loads,

shearing forces and bending moments present in the tophead

assembly. The definitioi,s at the bottom of the figure are

used in equations listed on figure 4-26.

In chapter 3, Timoshenko discusses tLe symmetrical bend_ g

of circular plates for simply supported and fixed edge

conditions. In our case, the edges are neither fixed nor

simply supported but somewhere in-between. Accordingly,

the results of the finite element analysis should fall in-
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between the two solutions presented by Timoshenko. Example

calculations for several deflectio?_s using Mathcad are

shown in figures 4-27 and 4-28. These calculations are

summarized in table 4-4.
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Table 4-4, finite element deflections compared

with Timoshenko's solution

Case I, 1.5 Inch Plate Thickness

Timoshenko Timoshenko

Location Fixed Flat3 Flat5 Flat6 Simply

Center 0.0174 0.0317 n/a 0.0355 0.0465

Under Load 0.0171 0.0293 n/a 0.0322 0.0447

Case II, 2.0 Inch Plate Thickness

' Timoshenko Timoshenko

Location Fixed Flat3 Flat5 Flat6 Simply

Center 0.0074 n/a .0154 n/a 0.0196

Under Load 0.0072 n/a .0142 n/a 0.1887
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The two bending moments shown in figure 4-25, labelled M1

and M2, appear to represent the limiting loads in the

tophead assembly. These moments are present in the plate

due to the transverse loading and cause bending in the

thin walled pintle and cylinder body respectively. The

resulting stresses are amplified by a change in bending

cross section at the weld chamfer. This stress is aug-

mented by the stress field resulting from the axial load.

This load also causes a stress concentration in the same

locations due to a rapid change in the cross sectional

area. However, this axial stress is less severe than the

bending present at these two locations.

Equations 3 and 7 in figure 4-26 give us estimates of the

moments at the two connection points. There are no vari-

ables present in the_e eq,_tJ_ons that can be altered,

without violating geometric restrictions, to reduce the

moment in a flat plate. This suggests that there is little

that can be done to reduce the stresses at the connection

points. This is actually misleading. The moment in the

plate, as described by equations 3 and 7 does not act

directly on the pintle or the cylinder body, but on the

plate itself. The moments cause the plate to deflect and

rotate at the two connection points und this forced

rotation induces the stresses that are currently limiting
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the design. The slope of the deflected flat plate is

actually governing the stress in the pintle base and the

cylinder body.

The slope of the deflected shape is given by equations 2

and 6 in figure 4-26 for the simply supported case. Thore

is only one parameter here that can be changed to reduce

the slope. That parameter is the plate constant "D",

defined on the figure 4-25. The plate constant (ref 15),

or flexural rigidity (ref 13) is to a plate what EI is for

a beam. The variables in the plate constant are the

"t""E" and the plate thickness, .modulus of elasticity,

By increasing either of these values we will reduce the

stress at the connection points by limiting the slope of

the deflected plate.

Changing the elastic modulus means selecting a new mate-

rial for the plate. However, there are very few materials

that have a higher elastic modulus than steel. Heat

treating, cold working or selecting a different alloy of

stainless steel will not change the elastic modulus, these

changes affect allowable stresses and other material prop-

erties, but not the elastic modulus.

The other variable, the plate thickness, presents better

opportunities. First of all, the plate constant is propor-
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tional to the thickness squared. Small changes in thick-

ness produce large returns in stiffness. This fact was

noted when the plate thickness was changed from 1.5 inches

_o_wo inches from the flat3 model to the flat5 model.

The brute force solution is to make the plate thick enough

to minimize the rotation at the areas of interest. The

problem is that we are already approaching a hefty plate

at a two inch thickness and the stresses are still

uncomfortably high. There is nothing elegant about this

solution to the problem, but brute force engineering

rarely is. The alternative to brute force has always been

cleverness and this case is no exception. The elegant

solution to the problem is to increase the effective

thickness of the plate by using stiffeners.

Two separate types of stiffeners could be used on the

bottom of the flat plate. The first type is a radial

stiffener possibly like the one shown in figure 4-29. This

could fit inside the existing pintle cylinder and would

not interfere with the cyl_nder/tophead weld. The second
\ _

type Is a steel stiffener grid similar to the c_ncr __ e
q

grids used for roof plates on large buildings. This could

also be attached to the bottom of the flat plate via

welding, or there may be a commercially available grid

that would work without modifications. A possible grid
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b

arrangement is shown in figure 4-30.
b

J

The use of these stiffeners could prove very cost effec-
i

tive. The increase in stiffness will be proportional to

the area times the square of the distance from the

centroid. Thus, the thickness of the plate can be safely

reduced from the thicknesses used in the earlier models.

Section 4.9, Conclusions regarding flat topheads.

Throughout the previous sections I have attempted to point

out areas of concern with respect to using a flat tophead

o11 the waste container. I have tried to work within some

guidelines that I feel are appropriate. For instance, I

feel there is an advantage to using an existing pintle

geometry without modifications. Another engineer might try

and reduce the stresses present in the flat tophead

assembly by increasing the wall thickness of the pintle. I

feel that the simplest possible design is the best until

it is proved impractical and have worked toward that goal.

It is this fundamental thought that led me towards the

flat tophead in the first place. It is the simplest

possible geometry to close a vertical cylinder.

The models indicate that the failure mode for a flat
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tophead (with a slender pintle) will be at the connection

between the tophead and the pintle. This would not affect

the integrity of the container itself because the weld

does not penetrate the top plate. Depending on the circum-

stances, this could be either an advantage or a disadvan-

tage to this design.

The results of the previous sections show that the tophead

studied is a deflection limited design. Several methods

are available for reducing the deflection and thus improv-

ing the design. Possibly the best of these alternatives is

to stiffen the flat plate of the tophead. This subject

deserves further work to determine the appropriate type of

stiffener.

In conclusion, I submit that a flat tophead could be used

an _ "technically conservative" (ref 7) design to serve as
i

an end closure for the waste container based on initial

investigations into axial loading. An improvement over a

flat plate can be achieved through the use of stiffeners.

This would allow the simplest possible welded connections

between the pintle, tophead and cylinder body. Other

relative merits/demerits will be discussed in the final

section of this report.
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Figure 4-2
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Figure 4-3
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Figure 4-5
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Figure 4-7
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Figure 4-8
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Figure 4-9
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Figure 4-14
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Figure 4-15
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Figure 4-16
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Figure 4-2 '
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P = total a_ular load _ = Poisson's ratio
b = radius from center to load E = modulus of elasticity

a = plate radius w = vertical deflection
Qf= shear forces at load M2 = _nding moment at edge

Ml= _nding moment at load r = radial lo_tion from center
w = ve_ical deflection t = _ic_ess of plate

3
t

D = plate constant D := E' u

Figure 4-25
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I) slope at load moving from plate edge to the load

2 2

D, (i - _), a - b ,..

P'b 1 - _ 2'b ° '1 + - '+ _, 2.1og - 1 + _'log
8'_'D i +# 2 2 21

a -b b

2) slope at load on inner portion of plate

dw -Ml, b
N I= D

dr D, (i + _)

3) equate I) and 2) and solve for moment M1

(I - _). P, - b 2
M1 '=

2 4'_
8'_'a

4) deflection for r = 0 to r = b

P 2 2 2 (3 + _),a - (1 - _),r 2
w := b + r ,log + a - b ,

8,_,D 2

2, a .(i +_)

5) deflection for r = b to r = a
2 2

P [ 2 2] a + b [b2 2] [_]

w := a - r , + +r ,log a
8, '.', D 2

2.a

6) slope at edge for simply supported plate

dw -p 1 a - b

dr 4,_,D 1 +_ a

7) moment M2 at edge of a fixed plate
2 2

P a - b
M2 :=

4,_ 2

a

Figure 4-26
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_is mathcad program calculates the deflection of circular
plates with various support conditions with an annular line load

applied. Reference Timoshenko & Krieger, Theory of Plates and shells,
1959, McGraw-Hit1.

I: Define plate dimensions and loading
6

a != 14 W x= 43500 E := 28, i0
b := 3.1275 _ ,_= .29
t := 1.5 3
(units are inches and pounds) t

" D ZmE'

II: calculate deflection for simply supported plate

Ai deflection from load to outer diameter r := b

W 2 _ 1 -_a -b

watload := -----, a - r + + + ,log
8._.D 1+_ 2

a

watload = 0.04472

B_ at the center of the simply supported plate r := 0

w 2 2 (3+ _),a - (i- _),r
wctr: .... _ ,log + a - b ,

8,_,D 2

2,a ,(1+_)

wctr = 0.04652

III calculate deflection for fixed support conditions

As deflection from load to outer diameter r := b

2 2

watload := --. a - , + + r ,log
8._.D 2

2 a
watload = 0.01712

B: deflection at center r := 0

= ,log + a + r2wctr

8.T.D 2
2.a

wctr = 0.01746

Figure 4-27
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This mathcad program calculates the deflection of circular
plates with various support conditions With an annular line load
applied. Reference Timoshenko & Krieger, Theory of Plates and shells,
1959, McGraw-Hill.

I: Define plats dimensions and loading
6

a := 14 W :I 43500 E := 28.10

b := 3.1275 _ :1 .29
t :=2 3

(units are inches and pounds) t
D :=E,

II: calculate deflection for simply supported plate

A: deflection from load to outer diameter r := b

W 2 2 1-va -b 2
watload := ------. a - r . + • + + r ,log

a

watload = 0.01887

B: at the center of the simply supported plate r := 0

w 2 2 2 (3 + _),a - (i - _)
wctr := ------, + r .log + a - b .

8,_r, D 2
2'a '(i +#)

wctr= 0.01963

III calculate deflection for fixed support conditions

A: deflection from load to outer diameter r := b

2 2

watload := --. a - r ,_. + + .log
8._,D 2

2, a
watload = 0.00722

B: deflection at center r := 0

W 2 2 2 a

wctr :_ ------. + r 'log + a + r '
8.T.D

i 2.

wctr= 0.00737

Figure 4-28
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5_._1_:no_ Grid Stiffeners on d Flaf ]'ophead 8,_._ni_

Figure 4-30
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Section 5, Curved Tophead Shapes

Section 5. i, Discussion of Curved Tophead Shapes

In the previous section, the axial load from the pintle was

transferred to the cylinder through bending of a flat

tophead. The alternative to this is a tophead that takes

advantage of "in - plane", or membrane forces. Membrane

forces are generally associated with pressure vessels. For

instance, a spherical pressure vessel with a uniform wall

thickness has no shear or bending present, only membrane

stresses. This is somewhat typical of pressure vessels in

that the limiting stresses will be membrane stresses. For a

_i pressure vessel it is relatively easy to select a geometry

_ where shear and bending ±orces are minimized.

In our case, A shape that minimized bending and maximized

membrane stresses would be a truncated cone. This would

have an inner diameter the same as the pintle and an outer

diameter the same as the cylinder body. In order to reduce

the angle between the mating ends of cone and cylinder, the

cone would also be infinitely long. Clearly, this is

inadequate, so we must balance a trade-off between bending

and membrane stresses and the overall height of the top-



head.

Shapes intended to carry membrane loads are thin-walled

shells. Thus, the flexural rigidity of these shapes is \_/
quite low by definition and they bend easily when loaded

transversely. However, if geometry can be selected to

minimize bending and develop some membrane stresses, a

considerable savings in material can be realized over a

head design that carries loads in bending.

Pressure vessel literature contains & variety of end clo-

sures for cylindrical containers designed to withstand

internal pressure (ref 2, 12, 16). Shapes such as hemi-

spherical, ellipsoidal, constant - strength, torospherical

(also known as ASME flanged and dished) are all effective

for internal pressure. Recommended head dimensions for

various cylinder diameters are given in reference 12.

Section 5.2, Selection of Tophead Shape for Analysis

It was my original intention to analyze and present several

of these different types. One example is discussed later in

this section. However, after performing initial analyses on

several different head designs, I elected to concentrate on
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the ASME flanged and dished tophead. The reasons for this

are as follows.

First, I wanted to maintain a constant wall thickness of

0.375 inch for the tophead. This is the same wall thickness

as the cylinder body and pintle base and makes weld

connections easy.

Second, with this wall thickness it is impossible to

connect the pintle perpendicular to the head in a manner

similar to the flat tophead. The bending loads associated

with this type of connection are excessive (the elliptical

model discussed later will confirm this). Thus, in order to

develop membrane forces in the tophead, the radius of

curvature must be negative in the pintle to tophead connec-

tion (see figure 5-1). It was determined that the radius of

the "knuckle" connecting the Dintle to the tophead was the

critical dimension regardless of the shape of the tophead.

Therefore, any shape tophead could be used provided a

suitable knuckle radius was selected. With this in mind,

the only parameter that it benefits to optimize is the

, overall height of the tophead. As the tophead ge_ Jaller

it requires a deeper borehole for emplacement. A small

savings in container height will payoff economically when

dealing with tens of thousands of boreholes.
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Third, the proposed container for DELW from Savannah River

Plant uses this shape (ref 9). This container also uses a

constant wall thickness tophead to carry a load of approxi-

mately 4,800 pounds on a 24 inch diameter. It Should be

interesting to see if this shape can be "scaled" to a 28

inch diameter while increasing the load by a factor of

three.

The geometry selected for analysis is shown in figure 5-1.

The dimensions are recommended in reference 12 for a 28

inch diameter and a 0.375 inch wall. The figure shows five

separate sections of the tophead that will be discussed

throughout this section. The 3 inch vertical section on

the top represents the base of the pintle previously

analyzed. The 6 inch vertical section at the base repre-

sents the top of the cylinder body. The 26 radius section

inch is the radius of the tophead. There are two 1.75 inch

radii shown, one with positive curvature (between the

cylinder body and the tophead) and one with negative

curvature (between the pintle and the tophead).

Section 5.3, The ASMEI Finite Element Model
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The finite element model for the ASMEI geometry prepared in

Autocad and then ported to Cosmos/M for meshing and analy-

sis. A plot of the finite element mesh is shown in figure

5-3 (only every fifth element is labelled for clarity, a

practice used throughout this section). The mesh consists

of 134 axisymmetric shell elements. These are two node,

constant wall thickness elements that are very efficient

for modelling thin shell problems (ref 33). They are

c,,plex elements having six degrees of freedom per element.

As a result, considerably fewer elements are required to

mesh the tophead than the elements previously used.

The element coordinate system and stress components are

shown in figure 5-2 for the axisymmetric shell element.

These elements differ from previous elements in that they

report resulting stresses in the element coordinate system

ShOwn in figure 5-2. Stresses in the "X" direction are

always from the first node tothe second node and represent

the membrane stresses at the neutral bending axis of the

element. Positive stresses represent tension. The stresses

due to a bending moment in the "X" direction must be

superimpc_ed on the membrane stresses in order to determine

the stresses on the inner and outer fibers of the element.

In terms of a two dimensional beam, the membrane stresses

represent P/A and the bending stresses represent Mc/I.
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Stresses in the "Z" direction represent the hoop stress at

the neutral axis of the element. Again, bending stresses in

the "Z" direction must be superimposed for the maximum and

minimum stresses in the elem_nt.

The node numbers associated with the AS_I model are shown

in figure 5-4. The only boundary condition applied is to

node 135 (not shown), at the bottom o_ the model. This node

is restrained from moving in the "Y" direction. A force of

6,923 pounds (43,500/2"PI) is applied to node 1 in the

positive "Y" direction. The deformed plot of this model is
!

shown in figure 5-5. The entire output from all three

models in this section are included ,as appendix "G".

The Cosmos/M output for these elements is limited. The

program does not generate any graphical stress representa-

tion whatsoever. Thas shortcoming has been overcome by

importing the entire Cosmos/M outpui5 file into a Lotus i-

2-3 spreadsheet. This program was then used to generate the

graphical representations for displacements and stresses.

The first of these is figure 5-6 showing total displacement

of each node. The total displacement along the "Y" axis of

the graph is the vector sum of the displacement in the

element "X" and "Y" directions. This graph, and all others

in this section, has 3 vertical lines drawn in to delineate
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the graph into five sections. These correspond to the five

sections previously mentioned. Moving from the left hand

side of the figure, the first section is the base of the

pintle, followed by the pintle to tophead transitional

knuckle, the tophead itself in the third section, the

tophead to cylinder body knuckle and finally the cylinder

body itself. This figure represents a vector sum of the

displacements in the "X" and "Y" directions. The majority

of the deflection in the model comes from the central

section representing the large radius tophead. The maximum

deflection comes at the top of the model, node 1, and is

slightly more than 0.032 inch in the "Y" direction. How-

ever, since the material is well past yield strength, the

deflections reported by the model are invalid.

The stresses in the "X" direction are shown in figure 5-7.

This figure shows three curves. The middle curve represents

the membrane stress in each element. The upper and lower

curves represent the total stresses at the inner and outer

fibers of each element. This value is found by superimpos-

ing the bending stresses onto the membrane stresses. The

curve for the outer fibers can always be identified by

choosing the curve that has the negati_,e slope in the

pintle region (the far left portion of the graph). The

intersections of the three curves represent locations of
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zero bending stress (these locations would serve as good

locations for weld joints in the _inished assembly, should

they be required).

Obviously, this tophead shape goes through a number of

stress reversals. The maximum stress occurs at element 34

and is 43,780 PSI (tension) on the outer surface of the

tophead. This is located in the transition knuckle between

the pintle and the tophead. This is the location where the

radius of curvature changes from negative to positive. This

is the location of both maximum bending stress and membrane

stress. The stress levels shown are obviously unacceptable.

At the "hot" levels of 20,000 PSI, the shell is yielding on

the outer contour in tension and the inner contour in

compression!

Figure 5-8 shows the stresses in the "Z" direction for the

ASMEI model. This graph is in the same format as the

previous graphs. The middle line represents the hoop stress

at the center of the element. The upper and lower lines

superimpose the bending stresses onto this value. Obvi-

, ously, the bending stresses in the "Z" direction al _, much

less severe than in the "X" direction. HoweverF the mem-

brane stresses are higher. The maximum stresses occur at

roughly the same location as in the previous graph.
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The transition from the pintle to the tophead starts with a

radius of curvature of 1.75 inches. The imposed loads are

trying to deform this to a larger radius of curvature

through bending. The solution to this problem is to start

with a larger radius of curvature to ease the transition

from this knuckle to the tophead.

Section 5-4, The ASME2 Model

E

Figure 5-9 shows the geometry for the ASME2 model. The

knuckle radius between the tophead and the pintle base has

been doubled from 1.75 inches to 3.5 inches. Figures 5-10

and 5-11 show element and node numbers for the resulting

Cosmos/M mesh. Loading and boundary conditions remain un-

changed from the previous models.

The deformed plot for model ASME2 is shown in figure 5-12

and total displacement values are given in figure 5-13.

Note that the total displacement at the top of the model is

down by approximately 20 percent compared with the previous

model. Figure 5-14 shows the stresses in the "X" direction

for this model. Figure 5-15 shows the comparable stresses

in the "Z" direction.
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The stress levels shown in figures 5-14 and 5-15 are

significantly reduced from those in the ASMEI model. Peak

stress levels are reduced by over 30 percent. However, the

levels are still beyond the "hot" allowable yield strength

of 304L stainless at 20,000 PSI.

Section 5.5, The ASME3 model

The geometry for the ASME3 model is shown in figure 5-16.

This figure shows the radius of the transition between the

pintle and the tophead has been doubled again to a seven

inch radius. Element numbers and node numbers are given in

figures 5-17 and 5-18 respectively. The deformed model

shape is given in figure 5-19 and the values for the total

_i_flection versus node numbers is given by figure 5-20. The

deflection of node 1 in the "Y" direction is now down to

approximately 0. 018 inches. As figure 5-20 shows, the

majority of this deflection occurs in the large radius

tophead between the two smaller radius knuckles.

The stresses in the "X" direction are shown in figure 5-

21. This figure indicates maximum stress levels that are

now well below the allowable levels. The stress in the "Z"
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direction is given in figure 5-22. These levels are also

within allowable values.

Section 5.6, The Elliptical Tophead Model

The previous models all used a negative radius of curvature

to join the pintle base to the tophead. The alternative is

to connect the pintle to a closed tophead of arbitrary

shape. This was mentioned in section 5.2 as being impos-
l

sible. Figure 5-23 shows such a shape in the form of a

The lower curve ils the figure is theelliptic tophead.
!

original shape and the upper curve is the deflected shape.
/

This is a 2:1 elliptic head that is commonly used for the

end closure on a pressure vessel. The pintle is attached to

the outer contour in the same location as before. The wall

thickness was a unifol_m 0.37'5 inch.

The maximum stress in this model occurred just outside of

the pintle connection in the elliptic shell. The membrane

stress in the "X" direction was 17,170 PSI and the bending

stress was 51,330 PSI at this location. Figure 5-24 shows

the membrane and bending stresses in the "X" direction for

this model. The results obviously do not compare well with

even the ASME1 model stresses. Thin walled shells have poor
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flexural rigidity by definition and transverse loading

should be avoided for obvious reasons.

Section 5.7, Conclusions from the curved tophead Models

The first conclusion from this section is that a thin

walled curved tophead shape can be designed to withstand

the axial loads imposed on the container with a factor of

three safety. The compromise in doing so is making the

overall height of the head taller and more expensive to

fabricate.

The three models all suggest that the critical dimension in

the design of an ASME flanged and dished tophead is the

radius of the transition knuckle between the pintle and the

tophead. A radius of 7 inches produced acceptable stress

levels while a radius of 3 and 1.75 inches did not. Figures

5-7, 5-14 and 5-21 show the bending stresses in this

region. As the radius of the transition is increased, the

local effect of the peak stress shown in figure 5-7 is

better distributed throughout the assembly in the subse-

quent models. This fact can be noted by observing the

increasing levels of stress in the outer knuckle moving

from model ASMEI to ASME3.
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Similar results can be obtained by Starting with some other

tophead geometry, such as elliptic of hemi-spherical. The

ASME shape will be slightly shorter than these shapes

because the radius of the outer knuckle is smaller. So,

based on the axial loading analyzed here, the ASME shape is

preferable to other standardized head shapes.
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Model ASME1, Stresses in "X" Direction
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Model ASME1, Stresses in "Z" Direction
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Figure 5-10
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Model ASME2, Stresses in "Z" Direction
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Model ASME3, Stresses in "X" Dir.
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, Section 6, Conclusions and Recommendations

Section 6.1, Conclusions on the Pintle Design

In section three, the pintle was examined under an axial

load of 43,500 pounds, three times the maximum credible

load. The first finite element model, pintlel used the same

geometry given in reference 9 for the pintle on the DHLW

container. The resulting stresses were below the yield

strength of the material and so a safety factor of at least

three exists under this loading. The second model incorpo-

rated a small chamfer in an area of stress concentration.

The stress analysis on this model indicated a significant

reduction in stress levels with the incorporation of the

chamfer. The third model added a plate to the top of the

pintle. This addition increased the bending cross section

and the stress levels were reduced once more.

The addition of the top plate certainly adds to the overall

strength of the pintle. However, I feel that it is impor-

tant to point out that the pintle can handle the loads
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safely without the top plate present. This could become

important if handling must be done on a loaded container

before the top plate is installed.

The addition of the chamfer to the pintle is a clear

advantage to the strength of the entire container. This

addition better distributes the stress in an area that will

be loaded every time the container is transported. The

omission of such a chamfer from the drawing in reference 9

puzzles me somewhat. The current drawing shows a perpen-

dicular interface with no radius or chamfer called out.

Perhaps the designer's intent was to fabricate this from an

existing welding neck that has a fillet in this area.

The models in section III were all loaded axisymmetrically.

This implies a "perfect" grapple that maintains contact

with the lifting flange for a full 360 degrees. In reality,

this will not happen and the stress distribution will be

different than what has been modelled. When the grapple

design is available, the existing models can be used with

non-axisymmetric loading through the use of Fourier series

, (ref 25). Perhaps a better way to proceed is to h,n the

analysis on the pintle and possibly influence the grapple

design accordingly. The result of this would be stress

distributions in the pintle as a function of the contact
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surface of the grapple.

Section 6.2, Discussion on Tophead Shapes

In sections IV and V, two different tophead shapes wer-

examined. The main difference between the shapes is in how

they carry load. A flat head is designed to carry load

through bending and a ASME flanged and dished head is

designed to carry load through a combination of bending and

membrane stresses. Both methods can be used to safely

design a tophead to carry the axial load with an appropri-
i

ate safety factor.

Several other tophead shapes were analyzed for this report

and were not included. One worth mentioning is shown in

figure 6-1. This is a "hybrid" shape that combines a

parabolic tophead to generate membrane stresses and a

healthy wall thickness to carry bending stresses. The inner

and outer contours are both parabolic with a 1.5 inch thick

wall at the pole tapering to a 0.375 incll wall at the

waist. Figure 6-2 shows the Von Mises stres_ contours for

this tophead. The maximum stresses were located at the base

of the pintle at the same location as in the flat3 and

flat5 models. The maximum stress was 18,374 PSI at this
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location. This is an obvious improvement over the flat3
b

model which had a maximum stress of 35,688 PSI at this same

location. This again shows the benefits of combining mem-

brane and bending as opposed to bending alone.

In order to make a better evaluation of the best tophead

shape, we need to introduce more variables. Some of these

are: weight, height, natural frequency and vibration modes,

cost, ease of manufacture and inspection, ultimate failure

mode and response to other loading.

The weight of a flat tophead (2 inches thick) without the

pintle or cylinder body is approximately 350 pounds. The

weight of the comparable ASME flanged and dished head is

approximately 110 pounds. The 240 pound difference is

trivial compared with the payload, but is also a measure of
r

the raw material used to fabricate the different heads.

The overall height of a flat tophead is simply the thick-

ness of the plate. The comparable dimension on the ASME3

model is approximately 10.5 inches. The net result is that

the ASME tophead is going to require a deeper borehole than

the flat tophead. This could be a factor when the economics

of thousands of boreholes are evaluated.
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The ultimate failure mode of the two topheads deserves

further work. i have used the finite element models for a

linear static analysis only. These same models could now be

used for non-linear work to explore failure _odes. This is

an important area for future work in at least two abnormal

environments. One, if the borehole collapses and "captures"

a waste container, it would be nice to know the ultimate

failure load on the container. Two, if there is a hoist

failure the container could go through a free drop and then

be "caught" by the grapple.

The failure mode of the flat tophead is relatively easy to

predict based on the models in section 4. One would expect

failure at the welded connections. This failure would be

preceded by very little deformation due to the massive

bending stiffness of the top plate. The failure of the ASME

tophead is another matter. The shape and the ductile

nature of the material suggest that it could absorb a

tremendous amount of strain energy before ultimate failure.

The shape of the ASME head would deform considerably before

ultimate failure. This is an advantage of the ASME head

over the flat tophead.

The overall cost of producing the ASME flanged and dished
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tophead should be weighed against the obvious benefits of

this design. This head design offers numerous advantages

over the flat tophead design. The biggest disadvantage to

the ASME shape, and other curved shapes, is the additional

cost in fabrication and inspection. This will have to be

justified in order to win support for the design.

Section 6.3 Conclusions Regarding the Tophead Shape

This preliminary analysis is not completely conclusive

regarding which tophead shape is superior to another. Any

conclusions based solely on this analysis are only as good

as the assumptions and loadings that I have applied in the

models. Other loadings and other parameters must be consid-

ered before a sound basis for decision can be reached.

L

The results of the tophead models do identify parameters

that my successors can optimize to improve the tophead

design. Analysis of new designs will undoubtable identify

new parameters and other variables to be considered. The

process of design is, by definition, an iterative process.

This has been the first iteration.

The results have shown that a shape that carries load in
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combined membrane and bending stresses has clear advantages

over a shape that carries the load in bending alone. Once

this conclusion is reached, a multitude of shapes are still

possible. These shapes must be evaluated based on the

ability to handle the loads and the overall height of the

head. I selected an ASME flanged and dished head design

because it was shorter than several other possible heads.

The critical dimension of this shape was identified and a

suitable dimension was established to safely carry the

applied loads. Based on this analysis, I feel that this

type of curved tophead holds greater promise of satisfying

the structural requirements for the container than does a

flat tophead.

Section 6.4 Recommendations for Further Work

I) The flat tophead models show promise as being a

cost effective head design if the stress at the

connections can be minimized. One area for future

study is finding an inexpensive method of stiffening

the circular plate. If this plate can be made stiff
i

, enough, the connections between the pintle, L:phead

and cylinder body can be considerably simplified.

2) The models throughout this report are subjected to
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a static axial load only. The analysis should now

continue by applying additional, non-axisymmetric and

dynamic loading to these models. The existing models

can be used for this purpose with no change to mesh

geometry or boundary conditions.

3) The ultimate failure mode of a tophead will be a

factor in the final selection of the tophead shape.

The models used for this report can be used for a

non-linear, elasto-plastic analysis to explore the

ultimate strength of the tophead.

4) The natural frequency of the tophead models should

be determined using the existing finite element mod-

els. This could he significant if the lower natural

frequencies can be excited by any of the handling

equipment used in the repository.

5) The connection between the pintle and the tophead

was seen to be the limiting factor in the flat

tophead arrangement in section IV_ There are a number

of ways around this problem, one suggested method is

with plate stiffeners. Another method would be to

increase the thickness of the pintle cylinder. This

would complicate the weld connection at the base of
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the pintle. This weld would eventually limit the

thickness of the pintle in this region. This trade-

off between pintle thickness and weld effectiveness

should be investigated for use in a flat tophead.
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